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The Rules of Products 
Original Game (best for larger groups) 
Setup  

• Separate the product (white) and feature (blue) cards 
into two decks face-down. 

• Give every player nine feature cards. Each player does 
not show their feature cards to anyone.  

• The youngest player is the first investor. 
Gameplay  

1. To begin a round, the investor draws a product card 
and announces the product to everyone.  

a. For example, ‘a coin’ or ‘a lipstick’ 
2. each player will deliberate and place one feature 

card from their hand in front of them. The 
investor does not place any card.  

a. You are trying to provide the best 
improvement to the product. Think 
creatively, humorously,  or realistically. 

b. For example, ‘a toaster’ ‘That lights up to 
the moon light’  

c. You can even create a name for your new 
product. ‘The Moon Toaster’ 

3. each player pitches their new  brilliant product idea.  
a. The first to pitch is the player left of the 

investor and continues around until 
reaching the investor again. 

b. Pitches can be 30 to 90 seconds. 
4. Each player recaps the investor in a sentence about 

their idea. 
5.  the investor chooses their favorite pitch and gives 

them the product card as an investment. 
6. Make sure all players have nine cards, and repeat! 

a. The player who won the round is the new 
investor. 

 
 
Winning the game 

• Once a player receives three investments, they must 
announce all their brilliant ideas. 

• If they can announce all their ideas, they win the 
game. 

• If they cannot announce all their ideas, everyone 
except them wins the game. 
 

Mystery Version (Great for smaller groups) 
Same as original version with a few changes.  
1. The investor for the round does not draw a product 

card. Instead, each player draws their own product 
card. They keep this to themselves. 

2. Each player will deliberate and choose one feature 
card that goes with the product. 

a. All players should have two cards that 
represent a unique product idea. 

3. All players give their two cards face-down to the 
investor.  

a. The investor should not know who placed 
down any of the product ideas. 

4. After receiving all ideas, the investor will flip the 
cards over and reveal the ideas one by one.  

5. The investor then chooses their favorite idea. 
Winning the game 

• Once a player receives three investments, they win 
the game. 
 

About the creators 
skypig was founded in May 2020 during the covid-19 
quarantine. The company understands the importance of 
face-to-face interaction and community.  
 

Scan the QR code for a Video explanation of the game 

See more at skypiggames.com or follow us @skypig.games 


